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Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:
Adult Comics & Art ····································2 

Fantasy & SciFi Comics······························2 

Manga & Anime··········································2 

Other Comics ·············································2 

Superhero Comics······································2 

COMICS
CLOSEOUT BARGAIN BOOKS
Items in this online catalog are in limited supply and are no longer listed 
in our print catalogs, so this may be your last chance to purchase them.



Superhero Comics
JUST IMAGINE STAN LEE CREATING THE
DC UNIVERSE, BOOK ONE Collects Just
Imagine Stan Lee with Joe Kubert Creating
Batman #1; Just Imagine Stan Lee with Jim Lee
Creating Wonder Woman #1; Just Imagine Stan
Lee with John Buscema Creating Superman #1;
Just Imagine Stan Lee with Dave Gibbons
Creating Green Lantern #1; Just Imagine Stan
Lee with Kevin Maguire Creating the Flash #1;

and Just Imagine Stan Lee with Jerry Ordway Creating JLA #1. DC
Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99
Item #7742584 $11.95

Fantasy & SciFi Comics 
SCOOP: Buried Leads By Richard Ashley
Hamilton. This just in! UFOs, time travelers,
and mutants are real–and really bad news for 
teen sleuth Sophie Cooper. Join Sophie on a 
high-flying mystery from the swamps of the
Everglades to the heat of Miami’s city
streets! Insight Editions. Paperbound.
Pub. at $12.99
Item #7856644 $5.95
*ELEGANT SPIRITS: Amano’s The Tale 
of Genji and Fairies By Yoshitaka Amano.
This volume excerpts and retells these
stories of the distant past alongside many
line drawings and 80 full-color paintings by
Amano, including two eight-page foldouts
depicting the spectacular panoramas of
Amano’s vision! 168 pages. Dark Horse.
8¾x12¼. Pub. at $39.99

Item #4903528 $24.95

Manga & Anime 
*BATTLE ANGEL ALITA, VOL. 4 By Yukito
Kishiro. Confronting Desty Nova, the exiled
Zalemite scientist, Alita finds out what happened
to Dr. Ido. Seeking revenge against Alita, Zapan is
possessed by the Berzerker body. He is the

“karma made flesh” of Alita’s old Berserker body
and Alita must fight him. B&W. 320 pages.
Kodansha. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99
Item #7874170 $9.95
GIGANT, VOLUME 6 By Hiroya Oku. By
vanquishing the three “Gods of Destruction” that 
assaulted Tokyo, Chiho secured her place as
Japan’s national hero, a figure of admiration
worldwide. But that casts an uncomfortable
shadow on her relationship with Rei, a high
schooler several years her junior. Adults only.
B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99
Item #7941544 $5.95

Other Comics 
WOLVERINE: Get Mystique By Jason Aaron. 
In the aftermath of Messiah CompleX,
Wolverine embarks on a personal mission to
hunt down Mystique; his quest for vengeance
will take him from the war-torn streets of
Baghdad to the desolate hills of Afghanistan.
Contains: Wolverine #62-65.  Marvel.
Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99
Item #4890841 $4.95
*THE DAY THE KLAN CAME TO TOWN By
Bill Campbell. Fictionalized retelling of the riot
called “Karnegie Day” that focuses on a
Sicilian immigrant, Primo Salerno. He is not a
leader; he’s a man with a troubled past. He
doesn’t want to fight but feels he may have no
choice. The entire town needs him, and indeed 
everybody, to make a stand. B&W. PM Press.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #1984837 $7.95

Adult Comics & Art
*FAIRY TAILS 2: A Gallery Girls
Collection By Barry Blair et al. A varied
collection of black and white drawings of
fairies by a variety of artists. Ranging from
whimsical to sweet to suggestive, these
images present wildly divergent stylistic
variations on the fairy theme. Adults only.
SQP.  8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95
Item #1977342 $7.95

*SHAMELESS: The Art of Attraction By Barbara Jensen.
The peak of photorealistic erotica, Jensen’s nude and
lingerie-clad pinup artwork celebrates the glee of unabashed
sensuality, splayed on stark white backgrounds and accented
with the occasional splash of kink or girl next door charm. Adults
only. 48 pages. SQP.  9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00
Item #775549X $11.95

*DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE By Naoko
Kodama et al. This anthology of yuri manga
stories features some of the hottest twins by
today’s hottest artists. Sexy tales, from the story
of a single twin seducing her literal mirror
image, to a pair of girls finding satisfaction only
when they seduce a third. Adults only. Ghost
Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99
Item #4903501 $9.95
*MIGHT AS WELL CHEAT, VOLUME 5 By
Munmun. Working as the Merchants’ Guild’s
exclusive operator, Tauro spends his days
driving magical beasts off the roadways, and
his nights frequenting brothels. When
Jehanne’s popular Ice Queen shows up on his 
doorstep asking for help, he’s forced to switch 
back to his old “Doctor Slime” persona.
Adults only. 168 pages. Ghost Ship.

Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99
Item #7832222 $9.95
*BODY SHOTS: The Art of TC Cor Powerful, supple and
sensual–these are words best used to describe the art of TC Cor.
This meticulous collection is a magnificent gallery of his pencil
and airbrush illustrations. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP.  9x12.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00
Item #7692595 PRICE CUT to $7.95
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